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PURPOSE
The aim of this poster is to describe a practical, cost-

effective, and custom-made implant screwdriver by 

modifying dental burs to retrieve stripped, loose, and/ 

or fractured implant screws. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES  
1) To describe practical and cost-effective method to

retrieve stripped, loose, and/ or fractured implant

screws.

2) To describe a chairside clinical technique.

3) To save clinical time.

INTRODUCTION
Dental Implants have been widely used for replacement of 

missing teeth to solve functional and/ or esthetic problems. 

Dental implants can undergo biological and mechanical 

complications. Biological complications may include failure 

of osseointegration and presence of peri-implantitis. 

Mechanical failures may include fixture fracture, stripped, 

loose, and/or fractured implant screw, crown fracture and 

abutment fracture. Stripped, loose, and/or fractured implant 

screws present a challenging problem to many dental 

clinicians in terms of being unable to retrieve these implant 

screws. The aim of this poster is to describe a practical, 

cost-effective, and custom-made implant screwdriver by 

modifying dental burs to retrieve stripped, loose, and/ or 

fractured implant screws. 

CLINICAL TECHNIQUE 

1) Obtain clinical dental burs. Different dental burs can be used in terms of length and/ or width, depending on the

site on the dental implant. Example: round bur #8.

2) Obtain green wheel abrasive stone, and red cone abrasive stone.

3) Obtain straight nose cone handpiece (400 rpms).

4) Use the green wheel abrasive stone to remove the end of the dental bur. For example, the round cutting end of

#8 round bur.

5) Use the green wheel abrasive stone to shape the end of the dental bur. Shape of the end of the dental bur to

fabricate the custom-made implant screwdriver.

6) Use the red cone abrasive stone to polish the custom-made implant screwdriver.

7) Disinfect the custom-made screwdriver and use it in the designated intraoral area.

DISCUSSION 

- Advantages:

1. Practical, and cost-effective technique.

2. Different custom-made implant screwdrivers can be

made in terms of length and width.

3. Saves clinical time; it the dental procedure can be

done in one session.

- Situations to which this technique may be applied:

1. Clinical situations that include stripped, loose, and/or

fractured implant screws.

CONCLUSIONS
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